The Three Card Miracle
Revelation
By Jeff Ezell © 2004
EFFECT: Three spectators each freely select
any card. The cards are then lost in the deck
and are found one by one, but not in the
typical, “Here’s one card, and then here’s
another!” fashion.
SETUP: None required.
TIP: Any three, freely chosen cards are
selected by spectators and returned to
the top of the deck. Perform your favorite
shufﬂe or cuts, keeping the top three cards
on top of the deck. For example: AS, 10D,
Joker. (To enhance the trick, the cards are
revealed out of the order in which they were
selected.)
Ask the last person that replaced their
card on the pack to name the card they
selected. Explain that you are going to
ﬁnd this card in the fastest way possible.
Simply perform your favorite false cut and
reveal the top card: AS.

2.

Get a little ﬁnger break under the top three
cards to prepare for a spinning turnover (aka
“spinning color change.”)
SPINNING
TURNOVER: Hold
the deck in your
left hand in the
mechanic’s grip,
the top card face
up. Thumb over
three cards and
get a little ﬁnger
break (with your
left little ﬁnger)
under them as a packet, then square up that
packet.
With your right hand, pick up the packet
with your thumb on the bottom right
corner and your middle ﬁnger on the top
left corner. Both ﬁngers should be on the
corners where the card values are printed.

Pick the packet up, applying enough
pressure so the packet bows upward to the
point your index and ring ﬁngers can easily
reach the corners of the packet not held by
your other two ﬁngers.

3.

As you move your hand in a small circle
parallel to the ﬂoor, simultaneously push
down on the upper right corner of the
packet with your ring ﬁnger, while your
index ﬁnger pulls up on the left side of the
packet, guiding it over. (The circular motion
provides misdirection, this larger move
covering the smaller move of the packet
ﬂipping over.)
Ask the ﬁrst spectator who picked the
Joker to name his card. As he does so, you
perform the spinning turnover to reveal his
card.
As soon as the packet is ﬂipped over,
revealing the Joker, immediately place the
packet on top of the deck and prepare to
reveal the last card.
(You should now have two face up cards
on top of the deck in your left hand.) With
a double lift, turn over both top cards as
one. Then, before asking the last spectator
to name his card, remove the top card from
the deck by your favorite ﬂourish, revealing
it. (I like spinning it out and catching it or
simply placing it on the table, face up.)
(This last reveal courtesy of Jonathan
Levitt.)
Many Thanks Jeff Ezell Febuary 5, 2004I
hope all YouDoMagic members enjoy this
quick routine.
Check some of my products on my website
when you have time.
4.

The EZELL SHUFFLE CONTROL
This effect has
fooled other
professionals
such as Whit
Haydn, Loren
Christopher
Michaels, Tony
Clark, Lou
Serrano and
many more.
It is very
deceiving and yet
extremely easy
to do. It makes
the hands of the performer seem very nimble
while making your art of card handling look
like real magic. Have fun!
EFFECT: A selected card is returned to the top
of the deck and then very visually shufﬂed
into the deck. The card immediately returns
to the top without using a pass, without a
double lift, gaffed cards, or crimps.
SETUP: None required. This effect has fooled
other professionals such as Whit Haydn,
Loren Christopher Michaels, Tony Clark, Lou
Serrano and many more. It is very deceiving
and yet extremely easy to do. It makes the
hands of the performer seem very nimble
while making your art of card handling look
like real magic. Have fun!

5.

NOTE: The top card of the deck has been
ﬂipped face up (showing the 5S) to make
the shufﬂe easier to follow.)

Execute a one-handed cascade or waterfall.

NOTE: In the ﬁgure above, please ignore
Jeff’s left index ﬁnger. It was supporting the
cascade for the purposes of the photograph.

6.

When your ﬁngers
reach the outjog,
immediately pull
off the outjogged
packet, stopping
the cascade.

Fan the packet
face down and
slide the cards
anywhere into
the body of the
deck.
This packet
insertion serves
to misdirect
spectators who might think the top card is
still the selected card.I can ﬁnd no previous
publications for this card control. Please
contact me if you have seen this control
Additional notes
by Dan Turcotte
This move can also be
accomplished by inserting
the top packet into the
back of the pack, nearest
your body. This may make
it easier for some people to
do the little fan of the cards before placing
them into the middle of the deck. You can
also use the springing action to get a break
above the chosen card.
7.

Be sure to check out Jeff’s website and
video previews
Many Thanks go out to Jeff Ezell for sharing
his creativity with YouDoMagic.com members.
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More free tricks coming soon.
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